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We demonstrate reaction–diﬀusion systems that generate stable patterns of DNA oligonucleotide
concentrations within agarose gels, including linear and “hill” (i.e. increasing then decreasing) shapes in
one and two dimensions. The reaction networks that produce these patterns are driven by enzyme-free
DNA strand-displacement reactions, in which reactant DNA complexes continuously release and
recapture target strands of DNA in the gel; a balance of these reactions produces stable patterns. The
reactant complexes are maintained at high concentrations by liquid reservoirs along the gel boundary.
We monitor our patterns using time-lapse ﬂuorescence microscopy and show that the shape of our
patterns can be easily tuned by manipulating the boundary reservoirs. Finally, we show that two
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overlapping, stable gradients can be generated by designing two sets of non-interacting release and
recapture reactions with DNA strand-displacement systems. This paper represents a step toward the
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generation of scalable, complex reaction–diﬀusion patterns for programming the spatiotemporal
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behavior of synthetic materials.

Introduction
Gradients are ubiquitous drivers of spatially diﬀerentiated
behavior and communication in biological systems. For
example, stripes of mRNA concentrations generated by reaction–diﬀusion (RD) processes in the embryo of the fruit y
Drosophila act as chemical blueprints to direct the growth of the
embryo.1,2 A variety of spatial concentration patterns also arise
during intercellular signaling processes.3,4 Synthetic patterns
have been generated in vitro to study and control chemotaxis,5
angiogenesis,6 stem cell proliferation and diﬀerentiation,7 axon
growth,8 cell culture and cell behavior in hydrogels,9,10 and
protein expression.11 Chemical gradients have also been used to
control reactivity, direct mechanical actuation, pattern
synthetic materials and orchestrate self-regeneration.12–14
Chemical gradients are oen produced using lithographic or
light-driven patterning methods that encode variations of
density of a molecule along a surface or within a 3-dimensional
material,15–17 or by diﬀusion and ow across membranes in
microuidic devices.18–21 While these top-down processes can
generate patterns of molecules of high complexity,16,17 the
resulting patterns cannot easily evolve or regenerate over time
as materials are consumed or diﬀuse away.
Synthetic reaction–diﬀusion systems can also produce
spatiotemporal chemical patterns from the bottom up, using
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inorganic systems such as the Belousov–Zhabotinsky reaction,22,23 or enzymatic networks24–29 both with transcriptional
circuits30 and with the Polymerase, Exonuclease, Nickase (PEN)
toolbox,31,32 including gradients, traveling waves and spatial
patterns of spots or stripes.33,34 However, the kinetics of many
enzyme-based RD systems are sensitive to temperature variations of a few  C and to buﬀer conditions, limiting when they
can be applied. And it is generally very diﬃcult to scale the
number of components that can be combined in the same
solution in many inorganic reaction–diﬀusion processes,
limiting the complexity of patterns that may be formed with the
components.35
An alternative bottom-up approach for generating chemical
patterns is to use enzyme-free DNA strand-displacement reactions,36 which can be used to program large, coupled chemical
reaction networks.37–39 Because they are controlled by forward
rates of reaction between DNA species, strand-displacement
reactions have relatively consistent rate constants36,37,39–44
across a temperature range of tens of  C. Strand-displacement
reactions have also been demonstrated in a variety of buﬀers,
cell media,45 and within living cells.46 While DNA reaction–
diﬀusion systems have been built using strand-displacement
reactions,47,48 the patterns that form tend to be temporally
unstable, as diﬀusion eventually drives soluble output patterns
into homogeneity.
We have previously suggested a design for stranddisplacement reaction networks in which the molecules that
form a pattern are continuously released and recaptured faster
than diﬀusion can mix them together, generating stable
patterns.49,50 This process enables chemical patterns formed by
reaction–diﬀusion processes to regenerate when perturbed, and
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could serve as a building block for the modular design of
reaction–diﬀusion processes that form more complex patterns
such as a stick gure.
In this paper, we use a continuous release-and-recapture
motif to generate stable patterns of soluble DNA molecules
within a hydrogel substrate using enzyme-free DNA strand
displacement reactions. These patterns are maintained by
reactant molecules diﬀusing in from liquid reservoirs along the
substrate boundary where these molecules are present at high
concentrations. We show that our system can produce
millimeter-scale heterogeneous patterns in one and two
dimensions, and that these patterns can be made to either grow
continuously or to remain stable over time. In principle, stable
patterns should remain stable as long as the reservoirs have
a high concentration of reactant molecules. To underscore this
point, we show that these patterns remain stable for over 30
hours. We also create multiplexed patterns involving multiple
species of DNA with orthogonal nucleotide sequences.

Results and discussion
System design and mechanism
Our goal was to develop a reaction–diﬀusion (RD) system that
would lead to the formation of a spatiotemporally stable (i.e.
unchanging) gradient using DNA-based strand displacement
systems. RD processes can be described by a set of partial
diﬀerential equations of the form:
vCj
¼ Rj þ Dj V2 Cj ;
vt

(1)

where Cj, Dj and Rj are the concentration, diﬀusion coeﬃcient
and the total rate of the reactions involving species j, respectively, with one such equation for each of the species in the
system.
Our model for the generation of stable gradients is a coupled
set of reactions that (1) release the species forming the gradient
and (2) recapture that species. These reactions together induce
the dynamics
RO ¼ krel  kcap[O],

(2)

where krel is the rate of release of the output species O, and kcap
is the reaction rate constant of recapture. At steady state in
a well-mixed solution, [O] is stable at the concentration krel/kcap.
To emulate this abstract release and recapture process, we
devised a set of DNA strand-displacement reactions that release
and recapture an output species O, respectively:
k1

S þ I ! O þ W1 ;
k2

Rec þ O ! W2 þ W3 ;

(3)
(4)

where S, I and Rec are reactant species and W1, W2 and W3 are
waste products. We call S, I, Rec, and O the source, initiator,
recapturer and output, respectively. When the concentrations of
S, I and Rec are held constant, the change in [O] over time
follows eqn (2) where krel ¼ k1[S][I] and kcap ¼ k2[Rec].
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

These opposing release and recapture reactions balance each
other to form a stable point that can be used to generate stable
concentration gradients. By controlling the spatial variation of
the reactant concentrations and choosing the rate constants for
the release and recapture reactions, a variety of gradient proles
may be created. For example, if S and I meet and release O at
a single location, and Rec is present throughout the substrate,
a stable gradient of O will form around the release location,
which will remain stable as long as S, I and Rec are supplied to
the system.
DNA strand displacement release and recapture reactions
To implement the release reaction described in eqn (3), we
initially sequester the output molecule O in an inert form within
the source complex S. O is rapidly released from S when it is
displaced by an initiator molecule (Fig. 1A(i)). The initiator binds
to the source complex via a 5 base pair toehold, which has
a standard rate constant k5bp ¼ 5  104 (M s)1.40 The recapture
reaction in eqn (4) occurs when a recapturer complex Rec binds
to O, sequestering its toehold and rendering it unable to react
further (Fig. 1A(ii)). We designed the recapture reaction to occur
much more slowly than the release reaction, via a strand
displacement process that is initiated at a nick in the Rec dsDNA
backbone, which we model with a rate constant of k2 ¼ knick ¼
500 (M s)1. Together, release and recapture processes cycle
molecules of O between their released (free) and recaptured
(inert) state, and can form a spatial gradient of the output strand
faster than diﬀusion mixes the components into homogeneity.
To experimentally monitor the concentration of released O, we
also designed a 5bp reversible reporting reaction (eqn (5)). In
this reaction, a reporter complex, Rep, which consists of a uorescent strand f, and a quencher strand q, rapidly and reversibly
reacts with output O through 5bp toeholds (Fig. 1A(iii)).
Reporting:
Rep þ O )

kr;on
kr;off

* f þ q;

(5)

where kr,on ¼ kr,oﬀ ¼ k5bp.
We next designed the DNA sequences, for the source, output,
recapturer and reporter by starting with a set of sequences used
in other strand displacement circuits.37 We added clamps to
these sequences to reduce the rates of unintended “leak” reactions between the complexes.51 Such leak reactions are likely
a result of fraying ends of complexes,52,53 synthesis errors54 or
imperfections in complex purication, which limits the ability
to design reactions to exact specications. We include rates of
these leak reactions, based on measurements and estimates,55
in our models (see ESI note SN1, ESI Fig. S1, and ESI Table
ST1†).
Construction of a reaction–diﬀusion reaction cell and
reaction monitoring
We built a reaction cell composed of three portions of approximately equal volume. The outer two portions are liquid reservoirs, with a 1% agarose hydrogel in the middle (Fig. 1B and ESI
note SN2†). This set up allows us to maintain constant
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Fig. 1 Schematic of DNA strand displacement reactions and the setup of reaction diﬀusion systems. (A) Three strand displacement reactions
generate and monitor gradients. (i) Release: the output strand is initially bound within a source complex with its toehold domain (green)
sequestered in an inactive, double-stranded state. The output is released by an initiator strand via a relatively fast 5 base-pair (bp) toehold
mediated reaction. (ii) Recapture: the output strand is recaptured by a recapturer complex in a relatively slow reaction. (iii) Reporting: the
concentration of the output is “read” by reversibly reacting with a reporter complex whose strands have an attached ﬂuorophore and quencher.
The inset shows the structure of a waste1 complex. Green domains indicate toeholds (5bp) and the black domain indicates the “1” domain (15bp).
Complementary sequences are denoted by an apostrophe (e.g., sequence 1 is fully complementary to 10 ) and share the same color. Three-prime
ends of the DNA strands are labeled with an arrow. The brown bump in the recapturer complex indicates a single base mismatch. (B) (i) Side-view
schematic of the RD cell (x–z plane), whose exterior is formed from PDMS cast around a negative mold. The RD system inside consists of a 1%
agarose hydrogel between two liquid reservoirs, each containing a solution of DNA species. An optical microscope images the cell through
a glass coverslip bound to the PDMS (Methods). (ii) Top-view schematic of an RD cell (x–y plane). Inset diagrams depict initial conditions for an
experiment in which a growing gradient forms: liquid reservoir 1 contains of source and reporter species, liquid reservoir 2 contains initiator and
reporter species, and the hydrogel contains reporter species.

concentration boundary conditions at either end of the hydrogel substrate for the reactant molecules (S, I, Rec, and Rep) by
manually exchanging the liquid within the reservoirs. The
continuous diﬀusion of fresh reactants from the reservoir into
the substrate, and the diﬀusion of waste products out of the
substrate, drives the release and recapture reactions that hold
the pattern of O stable in spite of diﬀusion. Because the agarose
substrate resists non-diﬀusive ows, we can exchange the
reaction buﬀer in these reservoirs repeatedly without perturbing the pattern. We measure the intensity of uorescence using
time-lapse microscopy (see Methods) and convert intensity to
concentration of output using a calibration curve (ESI Fig. S2,†
Methods).
To design gradient patterns we built a simple, 0-parameter t
computational model that used diﬀusion rates for single- and
double-stranded DNA and reaction rate constants for the
designed reactions. We assumed that the reaction rate
constants for the strand displacement were the same as those
measured in free solution. Because diﬀusion rates can be
strongly aﬀected by the surrounding medium, we rst
measured the diﬀusion rates of single- and double-stranded
DNA oligonucleotides of sizes approximately equal to those
used in our reactions. We built a two-chamber agarose system
where approximately 1/3 of the total length of the cell contained
a 1% agarose gel which initially contained 100 nM of uorescently labeled DNA species whose diﬀusion constant was to
be measured.
The remaining 2/3 was composed of 1% agarose gel without
DNA (Methods). We followed the spread of the species using
time-lapse uorescence microscopy (see Methods). Using

18034 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 18032–18040

standard diﬀusion equations, we t a diﬀusion rate constant of
DssDNA,23 ¼ 115  1 mm2 s1, for single-stranded DNA or 75%
the reported value for DNA of similar size in solution,56,57 and
DdsDNA,23 ¼ 75  3 mm2 s1 (Fig. 2). Using these values, and
those assumed for the reaction rate constants, we modeled the
growing gradient (ESI Fig. S3†) and the stable gradient (ESI
Fig. S4†) to ensure the proles would form as intended.
Gradient generation by diﬀusion alone
We next characterized how diﬀusion gradients form in the
absence of any release or recapture reactions. We placed
a buﬀer solution containing 300 nM of the output in the righthand liquid reservoir and a buﬀer solution with no output in the
opposing reservoir. For this reactionless conguration, eqn (1)
becomes
vO
¼ DO V2 ½O:
vt

(6)

Setting eqn (6) to zero gives a steady state prole as a function of position x [O](x) ¼ [O]reservoir  (x/L), a linear concentration gradient where [O]reservoir is the concentration of O in the
high concentration reservoir and L is the length of the hydrogel.
To accelerate gradient development the hydrogel was initially
loaded with 150 nM of output. 200 nM of reporter was added to
the reservoirs and the hydrogel. The expected linear gradient
formed by about 8 hours and remained stable over at least 24
hours (Fig. 3A). The dynamics of formation were consistent with
simulations that used the measured diﬀusion rates. We also
veried that the expected linear gradient formed in response to

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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(Fig. 3B). The gradient of output that formed grew and broadened for at least 87 hours, with output concentrations reaching
150 nM at the central peak. To maintain the boundary conditions, the buﬀers in the reservoirs were replaced with fresh
solution with the stated concentrations of reporter, source, and
initiator about once per day. Exact times when the reservoirs
were refreshed are stated in the gure captions.
Stable gradients form through balanced release and recapture
To build stable gradients, we next combined the release and
recapture reactions within the hydrogel. We added 300 nM of
initiator species into one reservoir, 300 nM of source species
into the second reservoir and 600 nM of recapturer species into
both reservoirs and the hydrogel portion of the RD cell (see
Methods). The high concentration of recapturer ensured that it
would not be depleted signicantly through interaction with the
output, and that its concentration would therefore remain
stable across the substrate given that the solutions in the
reservoirs would be replaced about once every 24 hours. A
gradient of output species emerged over 30–60 hours with
higher concentrations of output near the middle of the hydrogel
and lower concentrations of the edges (Fig. 3C, ESI S6†). Aer 60
hours, the shape of the gradient reached a shape that remained
stable for an additional 30 hours. Zero parameter-t simulations matched experiments closely: in both the simulations and
experiments, gradients formed the same stable shape, and the
approach to stability and the time scale at which a stable shape
is achieved were also similar.
Stable gradient height is controlled by boundary conditions
Diﬀusion coeﬃcient measurement for ssDNA and dsDNA signal
molecules in 1% agarose. Experimental data (square markers) and
simulation of the best ﬁt to the diﬀusion coeﬃcient (dashed line) for (A)
ssDNA and (B) dsDNA. The initial conditions for both experiments are
shown in the inset in (A). Diﬀusion coeﬃcients were ﬁt to experimental
values using a least squares ﬁtting method; simulations show the
predictions of diﬀusion with the best ﬁt. 0 hours indicates the time at
which imaging started, which was about 30 minutes after the ﬂuorescently labeled DNA in agarose was added to the reaction channel.
Both DNA species are 23 base pairs long. Sequences are listed in ESI
note SN3.†

Fig. 2

diﬀerent initial concentrations of output in the reservoirs and
hydrogel, and where the total amount of DNA in the hydrogel
would need to change to reach steady state (ESI Fig. S5†).
Coupled release and diﬀusion form growing gradients
To demonstrate that designed gradient patterns could also be
formed using coupled reaction and diﬀusion, we loaded buﬀer
containing 300 nM of initiator species into one reservoir and
buﬀer containing 300 nM of source species into the opposite
reservoir. Source and initiator can diﬀuse into the gel and react
to release the output species at the point where their respective
diﬀusion gradients meet. The height and width of the output
gradient should increase over time as output continues to be
released and diﬀuses outward (ESI Fig. S3†). Consistent with
these predictions, a hill-shaped output gradient formed

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

Higher concentrations of source and initiator on the boundary
should increase the rate of output release within the hydrogel
and thus increase gradient height. To test this prediction, we
assembled a stable gradient using the source, initiator and
recapturer species where source and initiator concentrations in
their two reservoirs were 600 nM, double the concentrations
used in the rst experiment (Fig. 3D). The resulting gradient
shape was higher as expected, and stabilized at least as quickly
as the gradient formed using lower concentrations of the source
and initiator, consistent with predictions, and remained stable
for 30 hours.
Stable reaction–diﬀusion in two dimensions
Having characterized the formation of 1-dimensional patterns
of DNA species, our next goal was to characterize the formation
of 2-dimensional patterns using a similar process. To enable
control over the boundary conditions in such a way that they
could be maintained through the replenishment of external
reservoirs, we fabricated a square RD cell (Methods) containing
two cylindrical liquid reservoirs positioned in opposite corners
of the hydrogel (Fig. 4A and B). We rst added source to the
buﬀer within one reservoir and initiator molecules the liquid
reservoir in the other for cells of two diﬀerent sizes. The
dynamics of gradient growth followed the predictions of simulations in both cases, and as expected, gradients arose more
quickly in the smaller system, where the source and initiator
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Pattern formation using DNA strand displacement reactions within an agarose hydrogel. The boundary conditions are controlled by liquid
reservoirs on opposing sides of the agarose hydrogel, which contain deﬁned concentrations of reactants and which were periodically
replenished manually. Initial conditions established through loading the liquid reservoirs and the agarose hydrogel with reactants. Solid lines
show the concentrations of the output species determined from micrographs (see Methods). Dotted lines are the predictions of zero parameterﬁt simulations (see Methods). (A) Linear gradients, (B) “hill” gradients that grow over time and (C and D) stable hill gradients. Each gradient forms as
predicted by a partial-diﬀerential equation model of reaction–diﬀusion. The initial concentration of the reporter complex is Rep0 ¼ 200 nM in
both the liquid reservoirs and the agarose hydrogels for all systems. The y-axis scale varies between plots. Exchange of the buﬀer in the reservoirs
occurred in the experiment after (A) 22 hours, (B) 15 and 65 hours, (C) 24 and 52 hours, and (D) 48, 68 and 89 hours. Fluorescence micrograph
depicted underneath each plot shows the state of the gradient after the longest time listed in the legend. Qualitative representation of initial
conditions (red line) and concentration proﬁle at steady state (blue dashed line) are depicted beneath plots, where the two light blue regions
indicate liquid reservoirs and the white region indicates hydrogel. In the growing hill gradient, increasing time is shown as increasing linewidth.
[O], [I], [S], [Rec], indicate the concentrations of output, initiator, source and recapturer, respectively.
Fig. 3

Fig. 4 Stable two-dimensional gradient. (A) Schematic of the two-dimensional RD cell. Two cylindrical liquid reservoirs are at opposing corners

of the RD cell. (B) Schematic of the top view of the 2D RD cell with initial and boundary conditions for the reactants. Reporter concentration is R0
¼ 200 nM in both cylindrical liquid reservoirs and the agarose gel. (C) Filled contour plots depicting the concentrations of the output at times
ranging from 5 hours (left) to 139 hours (right). The stable gradient within the hydrogel takes approximately 110 hours to develop and is stable until
the experiment was terminated at 139 hours. Exchange of the buﬀer in the reservoirs occurred in the experiment after 22, 48, 71, 93 and 116
hours. (D) Corresponding ﬂuorescence micrographs (see Methods). (E) Filled contour plots depicting the simulated values of output concentration proﬁle from 5 to 139 hours.
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needed to diﬀuse a smaller distance from their reservoir to react
and release the output (ESI Fig. S7 and S8†).
To test that stable, two-dimensional gradients of output
concentration could form, we loaded one reservoir with 600 nM
of source complex and the other with 600 nM of initiator
species, with 600 nM of recapturer in both reservoirs and in the
hydrogel. The gradient produced a peak concentration of about
30 nM in 110 hours, which was stable for a further 29 hours
(Fig. 4C–E). Simulation generally captured the behavior of the
stable two-dimensional gradient, although slightly higher peak
amplitudes were predicted. We expect this diﬀerence could
result from non-uniform hydrogel composition along the
reservoir interface, which can reduce local diﬀusion rates and
thus reduce the ux of reactants into the hydrogel, while the
model assumes a homogeneous gel. These variations could not
be captured in our 0-parameter t simulations.
DNA systems with diﬀerent sequences form multiplexed
gradient patterns
DNA strand-displacement systems are of interest as a substrate
for programming RD processes not only because the reaction
rates of the components can be controlled, but also because
multiple reaction processes involving diﬀerent sequences can
operate together with minimal crosstalk or as coupled reaction
processes to produce more complex patterns. To verify that such
scaling is feasible, we developed two non-interacting (i.e.,
orthogonal) sets of reactions for the release, recapture and
reporting of output species and tested whether they could be
executed in parallel. We refer to the initial set of complexes as
the 1–2 system and the new set of complexes as the 3–4 system,
aer the numbered domains within each system. We used
NUPACK58 to determine the secondary structures that could
form between the strands of the complexes and ensured that no
more than 1% of the complexes were predicted to have structures other than those that were designed at equilibrium. For
the reporter in the 1–2 system, a 30 Iowa Black FQ quenches 50
uorescein (FAM) uorophore (Fig. 1A(ii)) and for the 3–4
system, a 30 Iowa Black RQ quenches 50 Texas Red® uorophore
(see sequence information in ESI note SN3†).
To form stable, multiplexed gradients, we loaded one reservoir in a 1-dimensional RD cell with 300 nM of each initiator, the
other reservoir with 300 nM of each source and in each liquid
reservoir and hydrogel loaded 300 nM recapturer for each system
(Fig. 5A). The reporter complexes for each system were presented
at 200 nM in both the hydrogel and reservoirs. Both gradients
achieved the expected shape and approached a nal stable state,
consistent with the predictions of simulations (Fig. 5B and C).
Each gradient took approximately the same amount of time to
form, but the 1–2 gradient had a maximum concentration of
about 60 nM, whereas the 3–4 gradient had a maximum
concentration of about 40 nM. The 3–4 gradient was not yet
stable aer about 85–95 hours with increases in output concentration on the order of a few percent per hour over 88–94 hours,
whereas the 1–2 gradient appeared to have achieved a stable
conguration by this time. Sequence-specic diﬀerences in
reaction rate constants can vary by up to an order of magnitude40

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

Two stable, overlapping gradients of output species can be
formed in one hydrogel by two non-interacting (orthogonal) sets of
reactants (denoted 1–2 and 3–4 for their recognition domains, see
inset cartoon diagrams of output species in B–C). (A) Initial conditions
of reactants in the 1–2 and 3–4 systems in the liquid reservoirs and
hydrogel. Initial reporter concentrations are R0,1–2 ¼ R0,3–4 ¼ 200 nM
in both liquid reservoirs and the agarose hydrogel and are not depicted
for clarity. Concentration proﬁles for the output strands from the (B) 1–
2 system and (C) 3–4 system. The reporter in the 1–2 system has a FAM
ﬂuorophore, whereas the reporter complex in the 3–4 system has
a Texas-Red ﬂuorophore, so the respective ﬂuorescence proﬁles
(which are then converted to concentration proﬁles) were measured
using non-overlapping ﬁlters for FAM and Texas Red channel (see
Methods). Buﬀer in the reservoirs was exchanged after 48 hours.
Fig. 5

in strand displacement processes. The diﬀerences in the precise
maximum concentrations and time constants between the two
systems are consistent with such diﬀerences in reaction rate
constants. In the future, modeling soware that takes sequence
data into consideration could be used to control this variation.59

Conclusion
In this work we have shown how DNA strand displacement
reactions operating far from equilibrium can be used to
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engineer stable reaction–diﬀusion gradients. Such patterns
evolve over time in a predictable fashion. Much of the vast
potential parameter space for such systems remains to be
explored, including altering the reaction rate constants (e.g.,
changing the length of the toehold domain39,40) and/or the
diﬀusion rates (e.g., by introducing hydrodynamic drag56 or by
altering length of the DNA components57), which could also
serve to sharpen the spatial resolution. External reservoirs allow
us to refuel the system, enabling far-from-equilibrium patterns
to be sustained for at least tens of hours, and no fundamental
time limit for such stability was observed. It may be possible to
speed gradient formation by increasing the hydrogel pore size
by using a lower percentage agarose, or miniaturizing the size
scale of the RD cell to a microuidic device. Device miniaturization could also improve the spatial resolution, which is
currently on the order of hundreds of mm. To build more
sophisticated systems, it will also be important to reduce
undesirable leak reactions between reactants.59–62
The stable release and recapture reaction mechanism could
enable the implementation of self-regenerating patterns, which
return to a target stable structure aer they are perturbed by
some external stimulus (e.g., a high concentration of a reactant
in a strand displacement system, or a transient ow). To characterize the capacity for regeneration, methods for reliable
perturbation are required, such as through the use of lightdriven release. Finally, downstream Boolean logic operations
could facilitate the generation of patterns with arbitrarily
complex shape,49 dynamics,50 and functional responses to
changing environmental conditions. The use of biocompatible
reactants, hydrogels and strand-displacement reactions, which
can operate under a variety of conditions, mean that one could
envision interacting with biological systems63 and other downstream processes.64,65

Materials and methods
DNA complex preparation
All DNA strands were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) with standard desalting except uorescently modied
strands, which were HPLC puried. Complexes were formed by
mixing the component strands at equimolar ratio in TAE Mg2+
(40 mM Tris–acetate, 1 mM EDTA buﬀer containing 12.5 mM
magnesium acetate) and then placed in an Eppendorf Mastercycler PCR, where the strands were annealed. Annealing consisted of holding the temperature at 95  C for 5 minutes and
then cooling the solution to 25  C at a rate of 1  C per minute.
Aer annealing, each complex was puried by polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE) using a 10% polyacrylamide run at
120 V for 90 minutes at 4  C (see ref. 55 for more details). The
bands corresponding to the complexes were identied using
UV-shadowing at a wavelength of 254 nm. The band was then
diced, combined with TAE Mg2+ buﬀer into a tube and shaken
on a vortexer for about 12 hours, to promote complex migration
into the aqueous solution. The solution was then centrifuged
for 5 minutes at 3000  g and the supernatant removed, which
was repeated twice to ensure separation of gel from solution.
Concentration measurements were obtained using an
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Eppendorf Biophotometer. The extinction coeﬃcient, 3, of
a complex was approximated by the formula: 3 ¼ 3top + 3bottom 
3200NAT  2000NGC, where 3top and 3bottom are the extinction
coeﬃcients of the two strands that comprise the complex and
NAT and NGC are the number of hybridized A–T and G–C base
pairs in the complex.66
Hydrogel preparation
Agarose gels with DNA complexes were prepared by mixing
liquid agarose and complexes and then cooling the gels in
devices to set. We prepared 1% agarose hydrogel (1 g/100 mL) in
TAE Mg2+ and le it to cool to 40  C, aer which we transferred
the agarose solution to a glove box with PID fan temperature
control (Coy Labs) set to 40  C. Buﬀers, DNA complex solutions,
pipettes and pipette tips were le in the glove box at least 30
minutes prior to sample preparation to achieve thermal equilibrium. The agarose was mixed with the DNA solution (typically
with reporter and any other complex that was required for the
experiment) and the resulting mixed was transferred to the
device in the desired well(s). Aer all wells were patterned,
a piece of scotch tape was adhered to the PDMS to seal the wells
and the device was transferred to the refrigerator at 4  C for 15
minutes to set the gels. We found that 40  C was hot enough for
the agarose to remain a liquid, but NuPack's58 compute melt
function predicts 40  C is well below the melting temperature of
our DNA complexes. The reservoir solutions were added aer
the gel had been cooled to room temperature and all results
were collected at room temperature. Glass coverslips were
placed on top of the device to mitigate evaporation from the
calibration and reaction wells during the reaction–diﬀusion
process (see more discussion on evaporation in ESI Fig. S9†).
Reaction monitoring
The reaction was monitored using time-lapse uorescence
microscopy on either an IX73 or IX71 (Olympus) optical
microscope. Image sets were obtained every 30 minutes with
an exposure of 50–150 ms using a 4, 10 or 20 objective
(Olympus) and were captured by an innity 3 CCD camera
(Lumenera Corporation) in non-overlapping FAM and TexasRed channels (Chroma) on the IX73, or an iXon3 cooled
EMCCD camera (Andor) using a FAM channel (Chroma) on the
IX71. The center of the focal plane for each experiment was
approximately 1 to 4 mm in the z direction above the glass slide,
as determined by the minimum width of the light beam in the
direction perpendicular to the optical axis. We post-processed
the images via binning and dark frame correction to
compress the data and eliminate some of the optical artifacts,
respectively (ESI Fig. S10†).
Diﬀusion coeﬃcient measurement
Diﬀusion coeﬃcients were t to experimental values using
a least squares tting method; simulations show the predictions of diﬀusion with the best t. The system consisted of a 1%
agarose gel that initially contained no DNA as shown and was
cast and le at room temperature to gel for approximately 30
minutes prior to adding the gel with DNA. Aer this set time,
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the remaining 1/3 of the reaction cell was loaded with reaction
buﬀer that contained 75 to 100 nM of uorescently labeled
DNA. 0 hours indicates the time at which imaging started,
which was about 30 minutes aer the uorescently labelled
DNA in agarose was added to the reaction channel. Starting
concentration prole used in the simulation was taken from the
initial experimental concentration prole (i.e., at 0 hours).
Liquid reservoir exchange
Contents of the liquid reservoirs are removed with a transfer
pipette and replaced with fresh reaction buﬀer (prepared <10
minutes prior to exchange). Reservoir solution exchanges were
performed approximately every 24 hours and are stated in the
gure captions.
Simulations
To perform the simulations, we used COMSOL Multiphysics®
Version 4.4 and LiveLink™ for MATLAB. Models of reaction–
diﬀusion channels were built using COMSOL with the “Transport of Diluted Species” physics. All hydrogel-PDMS and liquidPDMS boundaries were simulated with no ux boundary
conditions. Simulations were run using scripts written in
MATLAB using COMSOL Java API commands, which is how we
dened simulation parameters such as reactions and their rate
constants, diﬀusion constants, initial conditions and boundary
conditions, mesh size and buﬀer exchange times. Buﬀer
exchange of the liquid reservoirs occurred in simulations at the
same time points as those in our experiments. Buﬀer exchange
consisted of replacing each liquid reservoir with their initial
contents (unreacted species) while the concentration proles of
species in the hydrogel remained unchanged and to simulate
a particular process, the specic timing of buﬀer exchange from
that experiment was included in the simulation. Diﬀusion
coeﬃcients for the hydrogel domain were set to measured
values. Diﬀusion coeﬃcients in the liquid reservoirs were all
equal and had a value of 150 mm2 s1.57,67 Reaction rate
constants for intended reactions were set according to estimated values in solution (see ref. 40) and reaction rate
constants for leak reactions were estimated (see ESI Fig. S1†).
COMSOL models and MATLAB scripts are available upon
request.
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